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Across

1. Allows for people in businesses to make there 

own economic choices about how to best produce 

distribute and exchange goods and services.

3. where independent state forms a central 

government

7. divides power between national and reginal 

governments.

11. The powers that make kings only answerable to 

god

13. the principal that all people posses a 

fundamental moral worth that entitles them to fair 

treatment

17. the executive and legislative branches are 

combined

20. a small group that leads over dictatorships

21. an indirect form of democracy

22. The individual rights and liberties of all people.

24. Any decision made by the government

25. conception of something in its most perfect 

form

26. The political rights made by a group that make 

up less than half the population.

27. The formal structures and institutions in which 

a territory and its people are ruled

Down

2. The government is headed by one person

4. The first governments formed as a result of 

people agreeing among themselves to submit to the 

authority of a state

5. Refers to the governments authority and ability 

to get things done

6. having a person who is elected by the people for 

a limited term of office

8. when citizens meet regularly in a popular 

assembly to discuss issues and vote for leaders

9. A system of ruling in which one person can hold 

unlimited power over the government

10. The process by which government makes and 

carry's out decisions

12. the ability of people to act and think as they 

choose

14. a single national government

15. The supreme power to act within its territory

16. Political unit with the power to make and 

enforce laws

18. belief that ordinary people can aspire to rule 

themselves

19. A candidate wins and election by a majority.

23. The laws that rulers see at proper and correct

Word Bank

federal system Monarchy Policy oligarchy Dictatorship

Sovereignty Minority rights Majority rule liberty parliamentary system

Legitimacy State equality presidential system unitary system

confederal system direct democracy Social contract theory Government Liberal democracy

ideal Power self government Divine right of kings republic

Politics Free enterprise


